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 be conducted such that radiological exposure to cleanup personnel will

be in accordance with applicable regulations.

(@} Thecomposition of the actual cleanup work force will
— noeseed |

consist of DoD personnel, ERDA contractor-provided personnel, and local

 

labor (except for the handling, collecting or removal of contaminated

 

material).

(e) The use of certain equipment and other assets currently

available to the Dol) has been determined by the U.S. Congress to be in

the best interest of the U.S. Government. Theseassets, to the extent |

possible, will be utilize! for the Cleanup Phase.

(3) The engineeringstudy prepared for DNA(Ref b) was an —

island-by-island survey which located and identified man-made structures

and debris. In addition, it providal instructions concerning disposi-

tion of each of these items which were determined to constitute ahealth

or safety hazard, or to interfere with the reasonable use of the Atoll.

These dispositions were subsequently modified as reflected in the FCDNA

Enewetak Cleanup Master Index dated 7 April 1977.

. Ye (4) An Envirormental Impact Statement (Ref c)} was published  which examined five specific alternatives. Case 3 was determined to be
ee

the most practicable and is the basis for this plan. In Case 3, non- | 
contaminated material is stockpiled or disposed of in accordance with

appropriate procedures and contaminated material is placed in a

e
e
e
e
a
e
e
r
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e

crater(s} on Runit (Yvonne) Island.
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c. An advisory team of experts called the Radiazion Control
 

Comittee (see Tab C, para. 4.a(6) will be established at Enewetak Ato: i

toadvise on cleanup actions and monitor the implementation of the --

radiological protection program. Radiological cleanup decisions will *

be made by the Commander, FCDNA or his designee considering the advice 3

as well as cost, logistics and teclmical factors.

d. When all reasonable effort has been made to remove contamin-

   

 

ated scrap and debris and when the process of ‘survey, removal of

plutonium contaminated soil and resurvey of an island progresses to the:

point where the Enewetak Radiological Support Project (ERSP) manager can

agree that the extent of cleanup complies with the ABC/ERDA Task Group_
 

    

 

 

| recommendations and the additional ERDA guidance in para 4, Tab E, App 2:

to Annex C, then the ERSP Manager will provide the CGTJ certification
esSSsgEN eet

that cleanup has been completed on that island.

a
 

 

 

(2) On 30 Nov 72, the Director Defense Nuclear Agency, Was

~itai as the Department of DefenseProojectMananager for matters con-

—_————

Jetrins the Clearup

of

Enewetak Atoll (See reference d.)} Specific

cevdince was as follows:

(a) The Cleanup Phase is limited to the removal of debris

anf structures or materials residual from the use of the Atoll by the

ei) which could pose radiation or other hazards to inhabitants, inter-  
‘cre with their reasonable use of the Atoll, or preclude safe, continuous

‘soitation, BEST AVAILABLE COPY
(b) The ERDA, in coordination with other appropriate

i~verment agencies, will establish guidelines for the radiological

vranup and will provide technical support to the DoD Project Manager

73ng the Cleanup Phase.

(c) The handling and removal of contaminated material will    
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2. MISSION: Conduct a full Case 3 Environmental Impact Statement
enn

approved Cleanup to accomplish those cleanup actions listed in Reference |

 

 

 
Cc, para 5.5.3.2:

a. Physical hazards will be removed from all islands.
 

b. Obstructions to development of habitation and agriculture will  be removed.

c. Unsalvageable radioactive material will be disposed of in|

'

n
e

accordance with appropriate procedures.

d. In general,_the ERDA guidelines provide for removal of concen-

Se trations ofPlutonium3in soil exceeding 400 pico curies per gram (pCi/g)9 |
a

for selective removal in the range of 40 to 400 pCi/g and for no manda~
ee=eeeetrege te ee

tory action below 40 pci/g. . |
Woy
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guidelines, however, are not sufficiently specific to facilitate detailed

  

 

 

 
operational planning - ERDA has agreed to provide more specific guidances

      

 

fa

on the application of the basic Task Group recomendations and to. Pro- %3

vide greater specificity and operating criteria (see Tab E).  b. The "Case 3 Cleamp” as described in Reference a conforms with 3 '
S——S ee

the Task Group Recommendations. Thus, Cleamup is dependent upon radio~

contaminated, and the classification of soil according to it oncen =

tration as either (1) greater than 400 pCi/g (mandatory cleanup), (2) &

less than 40 pCi/g (no cleanup required), or (3) in the range of40_ 4

pci/g to 400 pci/g (individual case cleanup). P

  

 



unmodified conditions the percentage

far less than these. The concentratigg x

radionuclides in fish muscle is higher ty

fish around the ALICE-to-IJRENE COMpiry

but even if the fishing were confined ts.

these islands, a completely unrealisy,.

fishing pattern, the resulting 30-yr,

whole-body and bone doses would sii -

be less significant than the other pathwvye

and less than the 30 yr integral U.S.. sie!

background dose. Dy,ei

Aa
oeaghee.

. . « 2. payeerer .

Inhalation Pathway — The does Tan
Tee:

omrmitment via the inhalatiog aabrat=

3 due to the presence of plutonium

throughout the soil in all of the northern

islands. It is not generally localized

sufficiently to"spot"

Anything short of removing the top layer

of soil and replacing it with uncontaminses

soil, or of simply covering existing soil

with new soil, or of restricting living om

10rthern islands will have little effect--—

om the dose commitments via the inhalae:

on pathway presented in this chapter.>2

 

owever,it should be noted that theae a

utonium concentrations on the squibers.

Jandsare world-wide background Levelt,

nd the corresponding dose via the ':ae

nhalationpathway is less than 1 mrems+ ,

ver 30 yr, This is the same level of+

xposure one would expect if new soi!

rere brought in to the northern islanca.

‘he doses via Inhalation on the northerT>

slands is also insignificant relative t

ther pathways, where remedial actice

ould be far more productive. (See

ables 204 and 206).  

emmary_of Remedi1 Action — In
——

wary, the greatest reduction in dose

-irment can be realized by developing|
et |

cefully designed agricultural plan

umjting the dose via the terrestrial

enains. The next most effective

3:re would be directed at the exter-

w3e Commitment by plowing the

ce island and graveling the village

Other remedial measures tor

.ing the dose commitment via the

rent pathways are possible but reduce —

ptential dose commitment by far

-- amounts.

e
e
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the statistics and riskestimate drawn therefrom has therefore
led the TaskGroupto have serious reservations about their
validity. The Task Group holds the opinion that such estimates
cannot be used in any definitive way to draw conclusions on
whether current radiation standards are too high or too low
or as a basis for decision-making relative to resettlement of
Enewetak Atoll. While the risk associated with doses at the
level of current standards is possibly not zero, itis viewed
as being very low as described by FRC, ICRP, and NCRP,
‘The basic FRC standards, conservatively applied, are viewed
as suitable for Enewetak rehabilitation provided there is also
a serious and concerted effort to keep exposures as lowas
practicable.

 

SEC SURvey(Wo 4Yd )
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Terrestrial Food Chain—The doses   
  
    

  

 

estimated for the various living patterns

j widicate that careful assessment and

sign of anagricultural plan must be an

7 istegral part of the program plan for

; returning people to the Atoll. For

r example, the southern half of the Atoll
M-1s sufficient land area to supply pandanus,

breadfruit, and coconut for the entire

B returning pooulation; therefore, even

Bi people were to live on Engebi, the dose

commitment could be greatly reduced by

4 confining agriculture to the southernhalf

4% the Atoll, This one restriction,

‘pecially for pandanus, breadfruit, and

‘oconut would be the single most effec-
‘ive preventive measure for reducing the

*0se commitment. The combination of

“odifying the village island and living

‘rea and, confining the agriculture to the

‘outhern islands, both relatively easy to
mMplement, have a very large impact on
“ducing the dose (compare Tables 204  

|
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There are, of course, other options

for reducing the dose via the terrestrial!

pathway. One option would beto dig large

area pits on all islands which would be

filled with "clean" soil from another

source; pandanus, breadfruit, coconut

and other plants could then be grown and

harvested from these "clean" soil areas

throughout the Atoll, The subsequent

reduction in dose would lead to doses

from 90... equivalent to or less than

those predicted for the southern islands.

Another option would include rernoving

the surface layer of soil (0-20 cm) from

the northern islands and replacing it with

uncontaminated topsoil, This approach

should also lead to doses equal to or

less than those predicted for the southern

islands. This form of remedial action

would in the process reduce the dose via

the inhalation pathway, This alternative,

of course, requires the removal and

disposition of an enormous amount of

soil, and ocean dumping, which would

provide the large reservoir needed and

minimizethe potential man-rem,

would probably be the best and easiest

method of disposal, This approach is

certainly not one of the easier alternatives.

Efforts to maintain a high calcium diet

could also be implemented to reduce the

90¢,., however, remedialuptake of

measures to reduce the uptake in the

plants or food product would be more

effective and desirable as the primary

preventive measure,

. Of course, the dose commitment

would be largely eliminated if no pandanus,

breadfruit, or coconut were planted on

the Atoll for another 20 to 30 yr andif

the diet were to consist of predominantly

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

“straightforward, relatively easy to

 
chain would appear to require no remedial

————————— . sarc

action (see marine food chain chapter ).
eg

 

imported food. As was discussed in the

chapter on dietary and living patterns,

imported foods are very likely to form a_

significant fraction of the diet (possibly

85% or more) and, if so, a plan to con-

trol the production of pandanus and

breadfruit, or at least the location of

production, could essentially reduce dose |

commitments to levels near U.S. exter-

nal background.

External Dose —~ The integral 30 yr

external dose is reduced between 30 and

70% for living patterns Ill, IV; V, and

VI as aresult of plowing the village

island and graveling the village area

where people will spend a majority of

their time. These procedures are fairly ,

implement, and lead to the largest per-

centage reduction in external dose. An

additional reduction in external dose of

approximately 16% could be attained if

all islands were plowed; however,

implementing such 2. program in order

to achieve the additional slight reduction

is certainly another order-of-magnitude

problem. In any case, any plan to plow

all islands would have to receive careful |

scrutiny to determine the possible effects

upon the island and Atoll ecology.

Marine Food Chain — Themmaringfood
 

—

The marine pathway contribution to the

30-yr integral dose for the modified case

and for agriculture on southern islands  
(Table 210) is less than 4% for whole

 

 

  



we ence ie teeaaneeee iaey

n applying ¢ iteri one marrow in part 1
I lying the criteria for bone and b

above, it is assumed that if annual exposures do not exceed
2

iteria i £ highest dose, there will
licable criteria in theyear Of tis

hot bea requirement for limiting longer term cummiative

exposures. On the other hand, implementahon© 1cof

‘Tlowest practicable" concept will require consicera

effectiveness of remedial measures to reduceboth annual and

longer term exposures to the extent pracficable.

Risk Considerations

3 i dvisors have reviewed the
k Group and its technical a i ' \

Theable sformation from ICRP, UNSCEAR, aneee

Academy of Science BEIR Committee that cou us

ey
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estimate the health risk that may be associated with long-term
exposures at-the level of the radiation dose and soil removal

- criteria being recormmended. It is clear from this review that
kpowlecgs of the relationship between radiation dose and effects

_of that on man as characterized in dose-effect curves
incomplete even for external radiation exposures. For internal
e érs and particularly for plutonium, the sitwationis even
less satisfactory. UNSCEAR has summarized their findings
by stating that one should not extrapolate ina linear fashion
from effects seen at high doses and dose rates to effects at
low doses and dose rates since there is strong likelihood of
recovery and repair. The BEIR Committee, using only human
data, concluded that since the low dose data were incomplete,
one should conservatively assure a linear no-threshold dose-effect
curve drawn through data obtained at high doses‘and dose rates.
The committee further suggested that if this linear no-threshold
curve is assumed to be correct, it follows that 6, 000cases of
cancer would be produced each year in a population of 200, 000, 000
people exposed at a rate of 0.17 Rem/yr. (This is the FRC RPG
for population groups - see Table I.) For the Enewetak population
of less than 500 exposed at the same level, one can make the
following estimate:

6 X 10° cases/yr X 500 people = 1.5 X 107” cases of cancer/yr
2X 10° people

Using a linear dose-~effect curve, exposure at the level of the
recommended criterion of 0.25 Rem/yr would give 2.2 X 1072
cases per year. The Task Group vieys this as a pessimistic
upper limit of risk. It could be inferred that there may be
between zero and three cases of cancer in 100 years if the
entire Enewetak population were continuously exposed to
0.25 Rem/yr over that time period,

exposurewhole body,atEnewetak, and in fact,
to all organs will come from inter jitters. The shape of the .
dose-effect curve for exposures from internal emitters is most
uncertain because of lack of experience and lack of confidence
in extrapolation of high dose and dose rate effects into the very
low dose and low dose rate situation. A lack of confidence in A

oo (7,
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_ of exposures of people.

Ateeeeeee|

Survey, Cleanup, and Rehabilitation Evaluation

It isrecommeadgedin this context that:

1. The FRC Radiation Protection Guide (RPG's) for individuals should
be used as the basic standard. The requirement is to assure
that exposures for continuous residence in Enewetak Atoll will
be well within the annual and 30-year criterion. While these
are conservative standards from a health view point, there is
no built-in conservatism to account for uncertainty in pre-
diction of annual exposures to individuals. Because of the
complex circumstances of exposure and the many pathways,
each with its uncertainty, the Task Group recommends use
of 50 percent of the FRC annual standards for evaluation of
the many cleanup and rehabilitation alternatives at Enewetak
Atoll. This is not to be viewed as an attempt to establish new
standards but is considered to be a necessary precaution in
the application of current standards. The following valmes apply
‘for evaluation of alternatives:

Whole body ...e-ee ee escneccceceee0. 25 Rem/yr
Bone marrow eeooesescscccccecesee 0. 25 Rem/yr
Bone... scccccccccesccccccccerces OF 75 Rem/yr
Thyroid ...cccecenccccncccsscceee 0. 75 Rem/yr
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The Task Group recommends use of 100 percent of the FRC
RPG's to evaluate post-cleanup and rehabilitation and post-
return conditions wherein direct measurementof levels
of radiation and radioactivity in foods and in people are
made. Under such conditions, dose estimates should be
subject to much less uncertainty. The requirement is to
assure that exposures are well within the FRC standards.
See Section A. of this Appendix for the FRC RPG's.

The criteria for evaluating gonadal exposures at Enewetak
Atoll should be 4 rems in 30 years. The requirement is to
assure that long-term exposures will be well within this
criteria. The Task Group feels justified in using 80 percent
rather than 50 percent of the FRC standard since there will
be ample time to verify exposure estimates using actual”
sampling of the diet and time to follow the changing pattern

  
  The recommended Putin soil

at Enewetak

a. <40 pCi/g - corrective action not required.

b. 40 to 400 pCi/p - corrective action may be needed. Action
to be taken should be determined on a
case-by-case basis.

c. > 400 pCi/g - corrective action required.
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The following guidance is provided for this evaluation:

a. Islands with soil levels in the above range may be divided
into two categories, those of sufficient size for construction
of permanent houses, and thosethat are not.

b. Removal 239By contaminated soil is better justified within -
the range above for the larger islands such as JANET*Or” <2,+n,

Leug..SALLY wh ermanent housin ay.som loca and

" foxlocationsislands.

c. The smaller islands may be considered of less concern, Their
_long-term outlook is uncertain since they are sometimes in-
creasing in size and sometimes erroding away. Small islanda
may be washed over by storm waves and are not a safe site
for permanent housing. From that viewpoint, they are in
the same category as unnamed sandbarsalong the reef where
other islands may have disappeared or be forming.

‘ad. The amount of effort that properly may be given to soil re<
moval in this rane increases as the soil concentration
increases.

e. Once an action is taken, the objective is to achieve a sub-
stantial reduction in plutonium soil concentrations, and
further, to reduce concentrations to the lowest practicable level,
not to reduce them to some prescribed numerical value.

 

  

  

3. Areas or locations showing
corrective action because a
ire

——
ee

E. Recommended Guides

The standards issued by FRC are recommend as the basic guidance
for evaluation of exposures to individuals to Enewetak.

se _ BEST AVAILABLE Copy

This is recommended with provisos that:

1. The full amount of the n i ,
| I umerical values should not bevaluating exposures from a Single man-made source,inthiscase radioactivity from weapons tests. This is applied so

2. Environmental followup surveys and studies of radioactivitylevels in people are performed such that the full range ofradiation exposures of individualpopulation will be know vidual members of the Enewetak

3. Exposures of the Enewetak co
practicable level. etak people are kept to the minimum

 

 
that the Enewetak people will not be denied benefits of future
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The island of YVONNE presents a

unique hazard on Enewetak Atoll, Pure plu-

tonium particles are present on or closeto

the ground surface, randomly scattered in

“hot spots” over most of the area fromthe

tower to CACTUS crater. Examination of

these "hot spots” has revealed the presence

of occasional milligram-size pieces of plu-

tonium metal, as well as smaller pieces

which are physically indistinguishable in

size from the surrounding coral matrix.

Giventhese current conditions, it must be
RYE

assumed that pure plutonium particles of

respirable size are now also presentonthe

surface or may be present in the future as
qe

weathering effects oxidize and break down

- the larger particles. Lung dose assess-

ments for this area, therefore, must be

based on inhalation of pure plutonium

particles rather than those having the av-

erage plutonium content of the soil.

The Task Group recognizes that the RODeae Atoll
are small and that the areas of highes

‘tamination levels to

vr. material. ‘
e ff

The potential health hazard via the

inhalation pathway is sufficiently great

to dictate two basic alternatives for

remedial action for this island: (1) Make

the entire island an exclusionarea — off

limits to all people, or (2) conduct a

cleanup campaign which willeliminate

the "hot-spot" plutonium. lem and

removewhateveramountofsoilis

necessary to reduce the soil plutonium

concentration to a level comparable to

other northern islands, As an indication

of the volumes of soil involved, removal

of a 10-cm-thick layer of topsoil in the

area in which “hot spots" have been

detected involves approximately 17,000°

m®* of material. Further removalofsoil

to reduce the maximum plutonium con-

i/gor less

involves an additional25,000m>of

39Puin soil on these
islands are smallerstill. On the other hand the people live
close to the soil. Itis also recognized that experts are not
in agreernent as to the critical organ for inhaled plutonium,
whether to use an average dose for this organ, or the model

that available biological andenvironmental informationis —
to be used to predict dose. Itis the view of the Ta ou - 4 K

not adequate to establish gegeral guidance for cleanup of
plutonium contaminated soil. However,

umstances or conditions can be developed

idance for a °

 

Ee

a
on 2 case-by-case basis using conservative assumptions

and _safety factor. The follovangguicanceiapagammended
only for use in‘making decisions concerning plutonium cleanup
operations on islands of Enewetak Atoll:

1. Any areas or locations where soil concentrations o

 

 " a~ |

are greater than400 should receive corrective aetien
with contaminated soil removed for disposal.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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2. Situations with soil le i
|

vels in the 40 to 400 Ci/receive corrective action with eich

area

61Sthtonswelnteaon,a case-by-casebasis.

p
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ee If disposal is deferred for further study, such study should be -

14.

15.

a As a minimo, cleanup «should accomplish the recovery of

\ wee nessuneee

| °

I,

( plutoniumcontaminated soil and scrap into storage on YVONNE.

b. The ‘YVONNE quarantine shouldremafn in effect with access
ee

 

controlled and all visitors and workers monitored as for a

radiation control zone.  
* planned and conducted promptly.

The cleanup phase of rehabitation, i.e., removal and disposalof ; oe

contaminated scrap, debris, and soil, should be carefully documanted °

in a comprehensive finalreport,from those conducting the cleanup
——— ————n

operation. | 2

The planning and conduct of cleanup, including radiological support

for cleanup, should be similar to cleanup of Bikini Atoll and -

advantage taken of that experience. As Bikinl people were given

opportunity for employment during cleanup, an equal opportunity

should begiven Enewetak people if they desire. :  BESTAVAILABLE COPY ._
. s
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11. A comprehensive air sampling program should be conducted over a period

 

of 12 consecutive monthsunder conditions closely approximating

human habitation and expected soil disturbance. This would add to

the body of available information on radioactivity levels in air.

This. programcould be conducted coincident with and in\ SUppOre of

cleanup operations.

12. Base~line surveys of body burdens and urine content of 13764 and

90
Sr should be made for the Enewetak people prior to return to

EnewetakAtoll, after the first year of residence, and as appropriate

thereafter. Resurveys of the environmental radiation and radioactivity

levels should be made starting in the first year of return and

repeated every other- year. To be determined is the adequacy of the

diet and the actual average daily dietary intake of radtoactivity for
wo

woeeS meee eee meeeEom wee em nee «
VeseAWD “n= 8s Vuypo a OP te RotiesObPWS TU che

radioactivity levels in water, air, soil, plants, and animals are

. changing with time. (Included should be measurements of radionuclide

content of air and collection of information on the chemical and physicd

form and size distribution of particles in the air containing 23954.)
. a

Information from such surveys will provide a continuing check of  
the radiological status of the people and theenvizonment and will

assure that the exposure criteria is not being approached or exceeded,

13. Considering that the method of disposal of plutonium contaminated soil

and scrap has not yet been decided, that not enough information is

available to determine whether it is feasible to remove plutonium from

 

 

the soil to reducethe amount of material requiring disposal, and not

wanting such problems to delay cleanup and rehabililation of the

Atoll, the Task Group recommends the following: a
———EE- 2
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8. Plutoniumcontaminated soil on IRENE should be handled the same as

10.

. half-life of 7050 and "Cs below the radioactive half-life on the

‘conducted in which samples are taken over a period of at least 12

~~ .

on YVONNE and using the sama general criteria for removal except it

is not expected that pieces of plutonium metal will be found.

Since it {s recommended that replanting of food crops be limited

to certain islands, test plantings of pandanus, breadfruit, coconut,

and arrowroot should be made, as soon as growth can be assured, on

each of the islands indicated for such crops by the Enewetak people.

As edible parts of these plants become available, their concentrations |

of 905, 13766 | 239,240, and any other significant radionuclides

should be measured and compared with the radiological survey predictions.

These studies will provide for a determination to be made of the

earliest time at which planting of food and commercial crops can

be made on islands other than those listed in 2b. and 2c. above.

An underground lens water sampling and analysis program should be

calendar months. Bacterial content, salinity, and radionuclide content     should be measured, but primary emphasis of the program should be

placed on development of an understanding of processes which are

operating ~- or which can be made to operate - to reduce the ecological

. 13  
northern islands, especially JANET.  BEST AVAILABLE Copy
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of more soil. This amounts to a search for the higher plutontum*

' The objecttves of the cleanup are two:

Recoveryofplutonium in soilat concentrations greater than 400

handling of collected contaminated materials. A Public Health

Service group, which is now part of the Enviromental Protection

Agency, EPA, provided radiological assistance for cleanup of

BikiniAtoll. Similar support should be sought from EPA for
ee

Enewetak Cleanup.

Decontamination of YVONNE is seen as an iterative process, namely, -
i . See .

removal of soil, monitoring of radioactivity levels, and removal

levels in soil with removal according to the guidance provided.

 

(1) Recovery of the pieces of plutonium that have been observed .

on or near the Island surface. Some contain nilligran |
ol

quantities of plutonium metal and are easilydetected with

field survey instruments such as the FIDLER.

(2) Recovery of plutonium contaminated soil. To a first

‘gpproxiination, the location of the zones of higher/Pucon-

centrations are shown in the survey profile samples.

pCi/g\ 239240,at any depth these levels are found. The ~-

justification is that plutonium at some depth may one daybe atPSee BE ONESAY OS BF

the surface. Also, recovery of contaminated soll su tto .
——————_—————

reduce surface levels to a value well below 40 pCi/ 239,240), "

 
 

. standards.

; to ensure no pieces or hot spots of plutonium remain.

yep ag te ee _Bn te
The jus¥i#ichtion is’‘to keep air concentrations of resuspended

plutonium to Jevels well within national and international

After soil removal, all areas should be resurveyed

BEST AVAILABLE COPY  



additional contaminated debris is discovered in the course of cleanup

and rehabilitation operations, it too should be removed. Specifically

 included in this recommendation are the three locations’ on SALLY and
eee

ayehee one on ELMER where contaminated debris is known to be(burted™ This

debris. should be exhumed and removed.

6. The quarantine of YVONNE, put into effect by the Air Force on
oe_ . 

aeen

May 26, 1972, should be continued in effectuntil the cleanup of

plutonium contamination on that island has been completed. Should

any Enewetak people return to the Atoll before cleanup is begun

or before completion, an authority responsible for enforcement — °

of the quarantine should be identified and should be in residence

in the Atoll when people return. )

7. The distribution of plutonium contamination on YVONNE is suffictently

 

complex that specific recommendations for cleanup cannotbe presented.
 

Ie is expectedthatthetrueplctare of this contamination will unfold

as the decontamination effort proceeds. The area observed. to have

pieces of plutonium and the highest soil concentrations is the

interior and shoreline of the island beginning ata line drawn

from the ocean reef to lagoon 60 meters north of the tower (Hardtack

Station 1310) to CACTUS Crater. See Fig. 152, pageLI~17, Appendix II.   
Presented are some of the requirenents and objectives that will

establish a background from which plans ¢ Meovery of

mest AYAPELEones
_plutoniua on YVONNE-
aisepeste

oa A team of experts should be assembled who can make and interpret

field radiation and radioactivity measurements, advise on cleanup

S
e
e
e
e

v
e
e
e

 

' actions envolving plutonium and other radionuclides, and provide

" necessary health physics support including protection of workers,  decontamination of workers and equipment, and packaging and
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3. It is recognized that the people of Enjebi have a strohg desire to

return to liva on that fsland. The island contains three ground zero

locations from nuclear tests and was within about 3 miles of the

| Mike event that had a total yield of about 10 Megatons. According to

the survey results presented in NV-140, Enjebi was the most heavily

contaminated of the larger islands in the Atoll. The Task Group has

— .
been unable to determine an

  

 

feasible, in order to resettle Enjebi at the same time as islands

 in the south of the Atoll. It is reasonable to expect that one day:

the island can be resettled. There appear to be two possible approaches
—_———— ee 

a. Soil removal followed by studies with test plantings to determine

whether exposure for Enjebi residents would be within acceptable

eriteria. mn :

b. Conduct of studies using test plantings to determine when ‘exposures

would be within acceptable criteria but no soil removed.

in either case, housing construction and planting of subsistence and -

commercial crops would be deferred until research with test plantings _

showed acceptably low levels of radioactivity. The Task Group  
recommends the second approach as one .having minimal adverseimpact_

on the island environment.

4. The research program in 3 above should also include a

determination of radioactivity levels in coconut and other food crops

produced on PEARL, CLARA, ALICE, and BELLE. YVONNE should ‘also

 

be included after removal of plutonium contaminated soil.

5. All radioactive scrap metal and ccntaminated debris identified during

jAhe Holmes and Narver Engineering Survey should be removed, ff
heenBESTAVAILABLECOPY he 
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 recomenpations (17 Tack & pf) | ooa

[t

After careful review of all available radiological data the Task Group
ee

members’ specific recomendations are as follows:

f
tt.
hee

Cc

1. The people of Enewetak Atoll may be safety returned to their home-

land provided certain actions are taken and precautions observed.

2. In the interest of achieving a minimum practicable radiation dosa

for the Enewetak people theTask Group recommends that:

ae The first villages and residences be constructed on ELMER, FRED,

DAVID, or on any of the southern islands (ALVIN-KEITH) that the —

_Enewetak people choose.

b. Growth of oll subsistence crops such as pandanus, breadfruit,

tacca, piys, chickens, and all other terrestrial food stuffs

except coconut be limited to islands ALVIN-KEITH. | "

c. Subsistence and commercial coconut may be grown without remedial

‘measures on any island in the Atoll except ALICE, BELLE, CLARA,

DAISY, IRENE, JANET, and YVONNE. |

d. Fishing be permitted anywhere.

  

   

yTravel be unrestricted to all islands except YVONNE. When the
= eds

_(2asontamination on YVONNE is removed, the restriction of travel
a

 

to that islandcanbe lifted. °
cd

f. Wild birds and bird's eggs be collected anywhere.

* ge Coconut crabs be collected only on the southern islands (ALVIN-KEITH]

h. Wells which are intended to provide lens water for human consumption‘a

-. or for agricultural use be drilled only on the southern islands

:(ALVIN-KEITH). When drilled, water from each well should be checke 4

for bacteria, salinity, and radioactivity content before the wellis

approved for use. SEST AVAILAB)F Copy
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The followin ideas | va been put forth regarding disposal of plutonium _

e

contaminated soil and scrap: . ° t
a, , . . .

1. Disposal of/plutonium|contaminated scrap in the deep lagoon or

deep ocean. °

 

<I

2. Make the Contaminated soil‘into concrete blocks with disposal in | oo
——— .

V
e. deep ocean or through burial on land.

. 3. Disposal o&Contaminated the form of cement poured into

' deep drill holes on land with the scrap added. TO
—

. . : . :

4. Disposal ofeelland the water filled cratera on YVONNE with |

a thick concrete cover.
: ; aS oo? : :

3. Return of these materials for burial in the U.S. in packaged form or

Fy
as concrete blocks.

. - * —_-
er ~~
ow

6. An effort be made to find a way to(reduce the volume andamount of

material requiring disposal.
| . . LY

It may be possible toe reduce the amount of material requiring disposal, .

by removal of the plutondum from the most highly contaminated soil. The
= . ———

Task.Group does not have adequate information to determine whether this may .   
be feasible. Research to determine whether this can be accomplished could be   conducted withYVONNE used as the study site. °

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Re As to the question of whether equivalent dose reductions (equivalent to

reductions obtained through modification’ of the diet) could be obtained :

through removal ofcontaminated soil, the Task Group holds the opinion that

some reduction is possible. ‘However, the magnitude of this reduction is  
uncertain and can only be determined reliably through measurement of the

radionuclide content of the important food items such as pandanus and bread-

fruit grown in the modified condition. This would require a research effort

to grow test plantings of the various food crops in the soil removal and”

 

replacement areas using various fertilizers and trace minerals, and analysis  
of radionuclide content of the fruit produced. /

40
aqVO-140 also indicates that Kis

40

found in copra at an average concentration of 6.8 pCi/gm- Since Kis a

turally occurring gamma emitter that has always been present in copra, one

na

n tha

way to judge the acceptability’ of copra grown in Enewetak Islands is o a

40... .

basis of its 13764 content relative to the naturally occurring K-. TZ the

A

137 TCs content

Cs content in soll is less than 5-2 pCi/gm, for example, the

0 1.

of the copra produced may berless than its 4 K content. One could hold the

sition that marketability should not be affected if the fission product

po

-= Expos = euucias
. pias &= Conse. expeosuJie Claas liatunaiey o

Tn jnaor ra.vi fu 3at of Leos VSae a . .
Ad ‘. J qe .

\
radioactivity in the productved “pestaypuanie COPY

 
 

included removal of such soil in its recommendations and thereforethere would—

be no requirenent to select a method of disposal. If such disposal were

required, the objective would be to assure that there would ‘be no"pathway for

any exposure of the Enewetak people to this radioactivity and a minimal follow-.
*

up requirement to insure that this situation continues after disposal.   
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of .plutoniun in the form of cont@iminated soil and _serap is a probien of1 reater ye

on

Eaten
SSS 7

nagnitude than for fission products and induced activity. In its deliberations>

J wow

the Task Group has assuwed that the disposition of such material will be such

‘ Av team) 5

. ; , > > 4:

that there no potential for exposure of the residents of the Atoll ence

cleanup has been completed. is’ is then the objective for cleanup. T
-

 

  

   

  

 

 

Recommendations which follow will treat thé questionsoFhow to approach

recovery of quantities of finely divided plutonium in the form of contaminated

soil, contaminated scrap, and the pieces of plutonium metal where they have |

been found to occur. Appendix III of this report containsguidance on

decisions to be madeon whether removal of plutonium contaminated soil is —
°

 

 

justified on various islands. It is the view or the Task Group that as a

minimum, cleanup must accomplish the fecover})of the plutonium in the form of

contaminated materlals, soil and scrap, from the various islands including

buried Scrape To maintain control of the materials and minimize the spread

of contanination, the recovery operations should utilize as few stockpiles

as necessary. YVONNE. ma be uitable site for such a stockpile until ~-

 

 proper disposal is accomplished. YVONNE is still under quarantine placed |

in effect in May 1972, as a result of an AEC survey that indicated pieces:

of metal containing nilligrams quantities cf 239bu were on or near the — |

surface of the sotana./) BEST AVAILABLE COPY

Xt is the hope of the Task Group that deliberation and decisions on

disposal of plutonium contaminated soil and scrap will not delay other cleanup

and rehabilitation actions.

 

As for considering disposal, there appear to be two possibilities:

"1. Disposal wherein there is an irrevocable commitment af the

* contaminant to the environment. oF

2. Disposal wherein, with sone difficulty, a later decision could

change the method of disposal. ee

artce

 



cs < renoval as a dependable or feasible exposure reduction action for the dietary
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*e   In considering the reduction in exposure that may be achievable throught

reroval of contaminated soil, the Task Group has taken the position that thes   

  
  

predicted exposures are approximations only. The effectiveness of such actio

to reduce internal exposures that come through the food chain must be con-
~~

firmed through analysis of test plantings. The Task Group does not favor,soil,

aa he

pathway- However, such action is reviewed in the Task Group Report in order -

‘to present a comolete picture of the various possiblities considered.

Data from these profiles are presented

in Figs. B.8.2.a-n of Appendix II of NVO-140. Inspection of these profiles ae

indicates that, on the average, about 40 co of soil would have to be removed

to reduce the activity in the top 2 cm layer by a factor of 10. In addition, - |

as the depth increases the slope of the activity-vs-depth curve tends to

decrease, i.e., the activity levels do not go to zero, even at depthsgreater

than 100 em./=” BEST AVAILABLECOPY— oe —

depth, therefore, require an estimate of the ratio of the average concentration
of the nuclides of concern in the 0-15 cn depth of the newly exposed surface
to that for the surface which is present now. ova

- Removal of successive 15 cm layers

of sofl in the subsistence agricultural areas, however, may reduce the bone

dose by significant amounts. Removal of the top 15 cm layer, for example,

may reduce the 30-year-bone dose from 57 Rem to 19 Rem, while removal of an

additional 15 cm may bring the dose down to 10.7 Rem.
'

\2"



sow
°

of the environmental radiation and radioactivity should be made
in the first year of return and repeated, for example, every
other year. °

13. Methods of disposal of plutonium contaminated soil and scrap
willhave to be decided. Pending a decision, it is recommended
that cleanup should accomplish the recovery of plutonium
contaminated soil and scrap with storage onRunit(¥vonne). Ig
disposal is deferred for further study, such study should be
e a *

initiated promptly.
 

14. The cleanup, with particular attention to removal and disposal
of contaminated acrap, debris, and soil, should be documented

in detail in a final report by those responsible in the field.

15. Advantage would be takenof experience pained during cleanup
of Bikini Atoll. No objection should be made to employment of
Enewetak people during cleanup. COPY :

BEST AVAILABLE

No attempt has been made to draw conclusions regarding the validity

or the lack of validity of the proposed "Radiation Standards for Hot

Particles" of Drs. Tamplin and Cochran or its application at Enewetak.

The guidelines for conducting the cleanup of Enewetak Atoll weredeveloped

by the Atomic Energy Commission (now ERDA)after consultation with the

Environmental Pro i ency based on standards established by the

federal Radiation Council. Since these guidelines are based on established

standards set by competent authority, it is planned that the proposed . |

cleanupbe

conducted-on

thebasisof

therecommendeded AECguidelines.
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12 ._ Base-linesurveysof body burdens andurinecontent of

and j

c. The objectives of the cleanup are two:
—_

~

ee .

(1) (Recovery of the Pieces ofplutonium.that have been
observed6n Ornear the istand surface.

(2) - Recovery of plutonium contaminated soil,

d. Recovery of PAe39,edga-soil at concentrations greater
than 400 pCi/¢g Puat aanydepththese levels are

found. Also, ecovely-eTcone soil sufficient to
peduce gurface levels to a value well below 4) pCi/g

0 ’ Pu. After soil removal, all areas should be
resurveyed to ensure no pieces or hot spots of plutonium
remain.

Plutonium‘contaminated soil on Boken (Irene) shouldbehandled ag

onRunit.(Yvonne). Pieces of Pu metal arg not expectedto be found.

Test plantings of food crops may be conducted on each of the

"no crops" islands as designated by the Enewetak people. As
edible parts of these plants become available, concentrations

of significant radionuclides should be measured and compared
with the radiological survey predictions. These studies will
indicate times at which planting of subsistence and commercial

crops can be safely resumed.

Lenswater sampling and analysis should be conducted, samples

to be taken over a period of at least 12 calendar months.
Bacterial content, salinity, and radionuclide content should be

measured. Radioactivity information will contribute to an

understanding of processes operating - or whigh can beymade to
operate - to reduce the ecological half-life of Ose and 137s
below the radioactive half-life on the northern islands, especially

Enjebi (Janet). .

A comprehensive air sampling program should be conducted

‘over a period of 12 consecutive months under conditions closely

approximating human habitation and expected soil disturbance

to provide information on radioactivity levels in air. This

program could be conducted coincident with and support cleanup.

137...
 

Sr should be made for the Enewetak people prior to
return to Enewetak Atoll, and periodically thereafter. Resurveys
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4.

was the most heavily contaminated of the larger islands. The
Task Group has been
a

unable to determine a reliable, feasible
eae3= = : .

o bring exposures within theacceptable criteria and permit

 

resettlement of Enjebi on the same schedule as southern islands.

The island can be re ometirne in t hen
radi : :
adionuclide ingestion is

acts, tes j i i

To develop the

8 with and without soil removal may be made. . (

Construction and agriculture would be deferred until produce from
test plantings showed acceptably low levels of radioactivity. Test

plantings without soil rernoval would have least adverse impact on
the island environment.

Concurrent with the Enjebi work, radioactivity levels should be
measured in coconut and other food crops grown on Lujor (Pearl),

Kirunu (Clara), Bokoluo (Alice) and Bokombako (Belle).

e

from Runit (Yvonne) should be included after re ° lutonium
contamination. BEST AVAlLABLE COPY Pl

All radioactive scrap metal and contaminated debris now or later ( ~ U-

identified should be removed. Conjefe

debris should be exhumed and removed.

-Runit (Yvonne), quarantined by the USAF in 1972, should remain
arantined until plutonium contamination on that island has beenu

cleaned Uup. An authority responsible for enforcement of the~

quarantine should be identified and in residence in the atoll if
people return to the atoll before cleanup is completed.

can

contamination should develop as the decontamination proceeds.

 

    e presented at this time. Anaccurate picture o

The area observed to have small pieces of plutonium and the

highest soil concentrations is about 30% of theisland. A
background for plans for the recovery of Pu will require:

a. Assembly of a team of experts to interpret field radiation
 

 

i . . *

and radioactivity measurements, advise on cleanup actions

and provide necessary health physics support. A Public

Health Service group, now part of EPA, provided radio-

logical assistance for cleanup of Bikini Atoll. Similar

support should be sought from EPA for Enewetak.

Decontamination of Runit (Yvonne) is seen as an iterative

process.Thisamounts to a search for and removal of

“the highek platonium levels in soil.
eet

Produce

This includes three locations on

Aomon (Sally) and one on Medren (Elmer) where buried contaminated
¢
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Task Group reached the following conclusions:

1. Observing precautions, the people may safely return after

certain actions are taken. Exposures will be somewhat

above current levels in the U. S., but the small risk seems
permissible in relation to the desire of the people to return,

2. To assure exposures that will be as low as practicable:

a. Villages and residences to be located on Medren({Elmer), _
Enewetak (Fred), Japtan (David), or other southern islands,

Jinedrol-~-Kidrenen (Alvin-Keith).

b. Travel and visits may be unrestricted to all islands except

Runit (Yvonne)... When Pu contamination on Runit (Yvonne)
 

 
 

is removed,theyestrictionoftravel]tothatisland be

lifted. —
peeneeeee

Wao

¢. Coconut excepted, growth of animal and vegetable sub-

sistence crops to be limited to southern islands Jinedrol-

Kidrenen (Alvin-Keith).

d. Subsistence and commercial coconut may be grown without

remedial measures except on Bokoluo, Bokombako, Kirunu,

Louj, Boken, Enjebi and Runit (Alice, Belle, Clara, Daisy,

Irene, Janet, and Yvonne). -

e. Fishingpermitted anywhere.

f. “Wild birds and eggs may becollected amywhere.

g» Coconut crabs may be collected only on the southern

islands Jinedrol-Kidrenen (Alvin-Keith).

: h. Wells to provide lens water for human consumption or for
agricultural use to be drilled only on thesouthern islands

Jinedrol-Kidrenen (Alvin-Keith).Waterfrom any well to be

assayed for bacterial, salinity, and radioactivity content

before approved for “BEST AVAILABLE COPY

3. Enjebi (Janet) i i ase, and the people have a strong
esire to live there. Three ground zeroes were on Enjebi and

high yield events were fired nearby, with the result that this

t
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Case 3.
 

recommends that studies be conducted as follows:

 

This program has beeninitiated. ===

e <A program to determine radioactivity levels in coconut and
other food crops produced on Lujor, Kirunu, Bokoluo, Bokombako,

and Runit (after plutonium cleanup).

e Asan alternate to the preceding program, soil removal on _

jebj, followed by a test planting series to determine whether
osure for Enjebi residents would be within acceptable

criteria.

e The assecnbly of a team of experts to make and interpret field

radiation and activity measurements, advise on cleanup actions

involvi i and other radionuclides, and advise on ~

necessary health physics support for protection of workers,
decontamination of workers and equipment, and handling of
collected contaminated materials.

. -

» *e <Acomprehensive underground wate Lin a 3

program for a minimum period of 1 year. Bacterial content,
salinity, and radionuclide content would be measured every
twelve months. However, the primary emphasis would be on

the development of understanding those processes which are
operating or can be madeto operate to reduce the ecological
half-life of 9%sr ana '3’Cs below the radioactive half-life on
the northern islands. This program has been initiated.

e Anairconductedwhich f-
would obtain samples representative of those that might be

expected from the activities of the returned population.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

THE BEST COMBINATION OF FEATURES IS -
FOUND I IN THIS CASE CLEANUP IS PRACTICALLY
COMPLETE; THE PROBLEMS OF CONTAMINATED PANDANUS AND
BREADFRUIT ARE MINIMIZED; RESTRICTION ON POPULATION
MOVEMENTIS MINIMAL, EXCEPT FOR THE RESTRICTION OF NORESIDENCES OR AGRICULTURE ON ENJEBI: THE 30-YEAR DOSES KhARE LOW; THE MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSES FALL WITHIN AECGUIDELINES; AND THE INCREASED RADIOLOGICAL RISK, EXPRESSEDAS HEALTH EFFECTS, IS NO MORE THAN EQUAL TO THE RISKFROM BACKGROUND RADIATION. |

3
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e ‘A test planting program on Enjebi to determine when exposure
would be within acceptable criteria without the removal of soil.
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Guidelines for safe exposures to radioactivity on the atoll are given
in terms of the maximum annual dose receiyed hy an individual and are

also evaluated in terms of long-term health effects. The main objective

of radiological cleanup is to reduce the radioactivity of the Atoll to levels

at which the population can be expected to have annual exposures below

the value of these guidelines.   
5.3.2.1 Long-Term Health Effects. Quantitative evaluation of low levels

of absorbed radiation on human health continues to be a subject of medical
research. Present knowledge is based on the response to high levels of
radiation of research animals, of persons undergoing medical treatment

with radioactivity, and of a few victimns of radioactivity accidents. Direct
determination of the human health response to low levels of radiation,

~ guch as are discussed in this report, is complicated by a numberof factors.
such as; , |  

e the'requirement to study radiation effects ona large population
for statistically meaningful results,  

e the long time delay between radiation exposure and appearance
of such effects as neoplasms, <_

© difficulty in distinguishi ibutable to radia-
tion and those not rela iation,

Poy

@ the fact that such factors as cancer susceptibility are widely
varying functions of age, sex, genetic constitution, diet,

personal habits, socioeconomic factors, and other variables.

Because of the above factors, present risk estimates are based
predominantly on conservative extrapolations from data obtained at high
doses. " : | "  

 

The recommendations are based on the conservative assumption of .

a nonthreshold linear relationship between radiological dose and the health
effect. The assumption of no threshold means that any nonzero dose
yields a nonzero effect detrimental to health. Evaluation of risks using |

this assumption probably results in overestimates of risks.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

The methodsexaminedfor limiting radiological hazards onEnewetak

+ Atoll are: Q) the control of the dietof the Enewetak people and, by |

ss Implication, their agricultural and food gathering practices; (2) the control.

of residence of the population throughout the islands of the atoll; and (3)
ee . .

the cleanup of radioactive materials.
_—
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. Case 3 is considered to be the -reaponsivet the established
goals and is a balance of the human, physical, an [cost parameters which

must be considered. It is planned to conduct the proposed cleanup,

resettlement, and rehabilitation project as outlined by Case 3. Theesti-
radiological dose is well below the radiation protection guides —

recommendedthe AEC Task Group; all physicalhazards resulting
from past construction and testing will be removed and the costis well
below the mid point between other viable solutions.

 

5. Under the conditions of Case 3, the Enjebi People could not expact
to return to their ancestral residence island of Enjebi at an early time.
This would require both the Enjebi and the Enewetak People to live on land

. formerly owned and occupied by only the Enewetak People. Thus, until
natural decay processes reduce the exposure rates on the northern islands,
there would be less land available for agriculture and some supplement

to the people's diet may be needed. The people will be subjected to
acceptable low levels of ionizing radiation with a relatively low risk.

Some contend that the(gesidualplutoniumJevele should be established
in accordance with the hot particle theory. Since this theory is contro-
versial, not currently. accepted by existing standard setting authorities, eee
and results in very severe if not impossible residual limitations for

_ transuranium radionuclides, it has not been applied.

 
  

 
ai 2 &3 the pre-

-. ; guarding of the &
y 18 of prime importance, Acceptance

     The major drawback to Case 3 is that itwould

not

permit

schedulingof the planting of crops, the construction of familyand

community housi andthe resettlement

of

the people onEnjebi Island.—

Welsnrantinhe island ofRunit for an indefinite period. The |

quarabtine =ould be enforced by the TTPL, However, it would provide for

the eventualreturn of the people to Enjebi when the test plantings and

environmental monitoring program indicate that it is safe to do BO.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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ENEWETAK ATOLL
CASE 3

Case Summary:

L (Pa Cleanep To AEC Guidelines On Bokew,Lojor& Runit,
rypts On Aomen Removed.

2, Ho Restrictions On Fishing

3. All Radioactive Scrap To Be Cleaaed Up From All fstands.
4 Physical Hazard & Obstructive Debris Cleaaup On Alt

Islands. -

5. Live on Southern Islands, Jinedrot Through Xidrenen.
& Subsistence Agriculture Limited Yo Southera Islands, Pius Mijikade

Thru Billae, Except That Pandanos & Breadirvit Are Limited To
The Southern Islanés.  2. No Restrictions On Travel Except Runit, Pending Cleanup.

“or

wo,
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TABLE 5-13: SUMMARY OF CASE STUDIES
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Reoldence lelasds Ne Reotrictieas Seuth Only searOmy South plus Enjeti No Restrictions

Ente ristaad Vislratices No Restricticas Seuth Oaly No Restriftions® Ne Reatrictions?# Ne Restrictloas*

Sources of Pandasee Ne Restrictions Beuth Oaly South Oly~~ Seuth and Farm No Restrictions
aod Breadfralt plots ca Eajebi

Sources of Cocomets Neo Restrictions South Oniy Seuth aod agrical- South aad Tajebi Ne Restristions
: ture lelands is through Biline

aerthesst

Phyalcal Cleanap Neae Hansardoss aad Hasardous and Rasardeus and Hasardews,
ebetroctive sca- obstrective son- ebetruetive aca- obstreetive, aod

radioactive scrap radioactive scrap, radlosactive sarap. uasightly scaradiv=e

All radioactive All radloactive actives sersp. All
. ecrap scrap Faedleective sarap

Ptutesium aonbap Noae Nose All concentraticas All conceatsatloas All concentratione
ee & 400 pCl/g and 2400 pCi/g nad & 408 pCi/g and

concentrations conceatrations consentrations
between 40 and 406 between 40 and 400 between 46 and 406

pCifg as consldera-| pCi/g ae considera~| pCi/g aa coanidera-
tleos warrant tloas warrast. tlonas warrant

-

Bh Y Cleanup Nowe Radloactive scrap Radlcactive scrap Radloactire ecrap, Radioastive scrap,
- poil removal and soll removal and

- replacement replacement

Thirty Year Dose ta
Average Individual
(rem)

Whole Body é Bockground i 3 ( on Enjedi) Boekgroand
Bone 60 Background 5 10 (20 om Enjebl) Background
Lung 0.1 Bachground Backgrousd Backgrouad Backgrouad

Nernber of Fatalities
from Thirty Yeas 1 ' i
Dose to Population s3 Backs #0.3 0.8 Beakg
ef 1000

Maximum Anaual Dese .
to Average Individual
{rem) .

Whole Bedy 6.3 Background 6.065 8.1 (G.3 on Enjebi) Baakgresad
Bose 2 Background 6.2 6.5 (1 om Enjebi) Backyrevad
Laoag 6, 004 Backgrouad Background Background © Bachgrousd

Ratio of Maximum .

Ansual Dose to AEC
Criteria

Whole Body 1.2 3Background @.2 0.4 (1.2 on Enjebi) 3 Background

Bone 2.7 sBackground 0.3 6,7 41.3 on Enjebi) sBackgrouad

Cleaaup Cost (Milllone
of Dotlars)- o 20.3 33.6 49.4 79.6

Diepesal Coat (Milli _-_ef Detlars) (Millions © oO 6.3 * 23.9 83.0
nada
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